OMORROW
Few would disagree that design was
one of the most significant factors influencing the direction of industry, technology, fashion and craft in the 1980s . It
may therefore come as a surprise to the
reader to learn that, just over one hundred and ten years ago, the establishment of the Adelaide School of
Design was partly motivated by the
Victorian belief that such institutions
were a vital means of improving the
appearance and use of the products of
industry . In the light of this historical
fact it would .seem that we are caught
in a time warp, or at least that history
does repeat itself, considering recent
developments in this area.
That events in the crafts world seem to
be following particular cycles of renewal and decay becomes even more
apparent when one compares the parallel developments of the crafts revival
of the late nineteenth century-itself
born of the social reaction to industrial
production-to
those of the present
revival which originated in the 1960s.
In both cases a .handicraft ethic underpinned the philosophy and nature of
the products that emerged, and in both
cases, industrialisation was seen as
antithetical to the movement. However,
in both periods, the handicraft ideal
subsequently became the subordinate
component in the new workshop systems of production · which followed the
reunification of designers with industry:
witness the Werkbund and Bauhaus of
the early twentieth century-and
now
the Jam Factory Craft and Design

Centre.
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How this institution came into existence and how it eventually adopted a model comparable to that of the Bauhaus school can only be briefly recounted here, but it
begins with Don Dunstan who officially opened the Jam Factory's new building in
the Lion Arts Centre on Adelaide's North Terrace on 25 February this year .
Premier of South Australia from 1969 to 1979, and now the chair of the Jam
Factory Board, it was Dunstan's personal interest in the arts and crafts that led to the
establishment of the Jam Factory almost twenty years ago . The significance of his
presence was therefore not lost on the huge crowd of over five hundred who came
to celebrate the relocation of this institution from its first home in the ramshackle
nineteenth century suburban building it had occupied since 1973.
Strategies for survival in the crafts world are at a premium in these times of recession, and Frank McBride, Chief Executive Officer of the Jam Factory, together
with the Board, elected to steer the institution on a course which relocates design as
its focus-hence the name change to Jam Factory Craft and Design Centre.
Ironically, this repositioning sees a return of the Jam Factory to its founding philosophical basis . However, given the economic, social and cultural contexts of the
70s, a design-led basis for production could not then be accommodated; instead,
the counter-culture driven crafts movement led to the establishment of the institution
as one structured after the master-craftsperson/ studio-handicrafts model.

Left: View of central spiral staircase and atrium.

Rig ht: Externalview of the Jam Factory Craft and Design Centre Building
Belo w : View of new retail shop

It was not until the design boom of the mid to late 1980s that the climate became
suitable for the adoption of the design-driven model, one which brings together
designers and existing manufacturing industries, that now forms the operating basis
for the Jam Factory.
Retaining its previous workshops in glass and ceramics, two new workshops were
established with their operations based on the contemporary 'designer maker'
movement: in these workshops, teams have been assembled with industrial and interior designers predominating. Both the Furniture and Metals Design
Workshops emphasise the design component as the basis for originating prototypes which are then to be put into limited series production through the use (subcontraction} of existing manufacturing industry-essentially the Bauhaus model.
Hence manual skills have become a relatively minor component of the systemalthough, according to Frank McBride, the quality and uniqueness of the handcrafted object are to be preserved where possible . The latter may well turn out to be a

particularly crucial proviso insofar as we
are all aware of the sterile, or dehumanising, results of the Bauhaus's embracement of functionalism and the machine
ethic (as symbolised and effected by the
handicraft philosophy).
In the new city location, the $5 million
red brick, cream-louvred, building comprises four major workshops distributed
over three levels. In addition, there are:
eleven tenant studios; administration
offices; rooms and resource centre for
the Crafts Council of South Australia;
and exhibition and retail spaces.
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Aside from their steel construction, the common
denominator of these
pieces is their strident
communication of design
which stresses symbolic
and emotive expressiveness over function . In the
quest for innovation,
rather than traditional
craftsmanship and form,
the works display an
almost bewildering diversity: beyond the neo-classica I, sculptural and
decorative, other works
range from folksy through
to primitive and funky
styles.

Bronwyn

Given its excesses, this is
a pioneering exhibition in the medium in Australia-I
cannot recall any other recent exhibition which has
concentrated solely on works in metal on this large
scale. H also demonstrates the interchangeability of
handskills between various makers, as well as their
apparent willingness to use industrial processes. In
addition, the exhibition is indicative of the wide range
of parameters that this emerging practice embracesseemingly in tandem with craft practices in other media
which, over the past decade, have progressed through
a phase of broadening and overlapping into the fine
arts. It may be that we are well due to experience a
turn of the wheel and see a return to grass-roots, artisan, ideals.
As visitors wander about the new building, moving
from level to level via the central metal spiral staircase,
they may pause on the observation balcony to watch
glass makers at work in the Glass Workshop; examine ·
the various exhibits of the metals exhibition; or peruse
the large retail area with its display of fine crafts by
both South Australian and other craftspeople.
Shifting from its crafterly, popular image to one which
entails a designer/industrial identity, the Jam Factory
has sought to reposition itself in terms of its relevance
and its role in today's context . The decision to take this
direction as the most suitable for the 90s will be tested
over the next few years; they will make interesting
watching.

Noris loannou
(Dr. loannou is the author of Ceramics in South
Australia 1936-1986: from folk to studio pottery
(Wakefield Press1986);
The Culture Brokers: towards a redefinition of Australian contemporary craft
(StatePrint, Adelaide 1989); and Craft in Society: an anthology of perspectives
(FremantleArts Centre Press,July 1992).)
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